
TableExtraction2 Plugin

Why is the TableExtraction2 Plugin an important addition to IDM Capture?

Companies in all industries are currently working on efficiently and effectivelyprocessing 
documents in a digital environment. In the area of digital invoice receipt, quite good results 
can already be achieved. With our Fellow KV2 Plugin, you can recognize almost 100% of the 
data in the invoice header.
The processing of the invoice items, which is usually shown in very different tables, is still 
a major challenge. But this is the only way to compare invoice items with purchase order 
items and delivery items.

With the TableExtraction2 Plugin, you can reliably identify the individual items on an invoice 
and compare them with the data from your ERP.

What is the TableExtraction2 Plugin?

As the name suggests, it is a plug-in that can be installed in the Ephesoft environment. 
Once installed, you can start training the system by simply uploading and validating  
documents.The plug-in recognizes the tables within a document, for example the positions 
of an invoice, with the help of AI-based image recognition.The data of the invoice items are 
thus reliably recognized, analysed and extracted.The recognized data is then sent to IDM 
Capture (Ephesoft) and can be further processed there.

How does artificial intelligence 

work in your IDM capture?

The TableExtraction2 Plugin brings artificial intelligence to Ephesoft Transact. With this solu-
tion, Ephesoft recognizes tables from documents reliably.. It helps to increase the accuracy  
of the hit, is trained automatically through corrections, and thus learns by itself. And this  
happens across all customer entries using so-called swarm intelligence. All users benefit 
from each other.
Our cloud-based template helps you to save time and resources. You can reliably identify not 
only invoice data, but all invoice items - to compare them with orders or other ERP data. There 
is no complex configuration, as the plug-in learns itself with each document.

Extraction without TableExtraction2 Plugin Extraction with TableExtraction2 Plugin

Automated documents verification saves about 15% time and 90% errors

For more information contact us at sales@fellow-consulting.de
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